Explore Campus!

noticed the leafcutter ant trails winding across campus? These industrious insects carry leaves back to their enormous ant colony, where they cultivate their own fungus to eat.

Fancy some fútbol? Round up your friends for a mejenga, or pick-up soccer game, on the soccer field near the student housing.

Did you know that the milk we consume on campus comes from UGA’s very own cows? Talk to reception to plan your milking tour down at the stables.

At night, a bright bulb attracts incredible insects to the moth wall, where researchers from the Discover Life Project catalogue the diversity of the local moth population.

The Camino Real Trail is the campus’ longest trail and a great place to discover some of Costa Rica’s unique plants and animals.

The medicinal plant garden showcases plants that have traditionally been used by Costa Ricans to treat a variety of ailments and stay healthy.

just as the cows produce our milk, the farm produces many of the delicious vegetables served on campus every day. Head up the hill to see what’s growing!

¡Bienvenidos!

“The vision that guides the UGA Costa Rica campus is a world in which human and environmental systems are not seen as separate and operate in harmony with one another; where humans appreciate, protect and use nature in a sustainable way; and where people seek to understand and appreciate other cultures.”

Whether you’re visiting as a student, a researcher, or a tourist, you’ll have a fantastic time exploring all our campus has to offer.

Find more information at:
www.ugacostarica.com